
CASSIOPEIA  
Desktop Sit-Stand Retrofit 

 
 
The CASSIOPEIA Desktop Sit-Stand 
Retrofit from ErgoVerse retrofits any 
stationary desk into a sit-stand desk. 
These freestanding units require no 
modifications to the existing desk and 
can be set up in under 10 minutes. The 
CASSIOPEIA offers keyboard elevations 
from 1" to 15" above the mounting 
surface height. With a 14" range, both 
the 27" and 36" widths are able to meet 

the requirements of most users. The 27" model features a 26.75" wide worksurface while the 
Standard model provides an ample 35" width. The 23" surface depth ensures that monitors can be 
positioned at an appropriate viewing distance are provides space for other desktop items. In short, 
the CASSIOPEIA gives you all the benefits of a sit-stand desk without sacrificing workspace. The 
keyboard tray is 12.75" deep to accommodate central pointing devices but width varies with the 
model—26.75" wide on the Compact model and 34.5" wide on the Standard model—allowing 
plenty of space on both for even the largest ergonomic keyboards and mice.  
 
The gas cylinder mechanism makes moving the platform up or down effortless. The CASSIOPEIA 
uses an X-style mechanism which permits the keyboard and work surfaces to move straight up or 
down without forcing the user away from the desk when moving to a standing position. This 
means that it also works well in smaller work areas where the cantilever design common on many 
other sit-stand converters forces users to step away from the desk. The CASSIOPEIA offers 12 
keyboard height settings (a seated position 1" above the desk surface - and an additional 11 
settings ranging from 6.5" - 15" above the desk for standing applications). The worksurface is 
consistently positioned 5" above the chosen keyboard height setting. The 22.5" deep footprint 
means this sit-stand retrofit unit can work comfortably on desks as shallow as 23" deep. 
 

Part # Dimensions Tray Dimensions Adjustment Range 

DSS-27 27" W x 22.5" D 26.75" W x 12.75" D 1" - 15" Above Desktop 

DSS-36 36" W x 22.5" D 34.5" W x 12.75" D 1" - 15" Above Desktop 
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